Siemens Automation Cooperates with Education (SCE) offers a global system for sustained support of technical skills. SCE supports educational institutions in their teaching assignment in the industrial automation sector and offers added value in the form of partnerships, technical expertise, and know-how. As the technological leader, our comprehensive range of services can support you in the transfer of industrial knowledge.

Applicable practical know-how
Comprehensive teaching support for educational institutions

Our services at a glance

- Training curriculums for your lessons
- Trainer packages for hands-on learning
- Courses convey up-to-date, specialist knowledge
- Support for your projects / textbooks
- Complete didactic solutions from our partners
- Personal contact for individual support
Added value through well-founded Siemens know-how: SCE

Training curriculums for your lessons

Use our profound industrial know-how for practice-oriented and individual design of your course. We offer you more than 80 didactically prepared training documents on the topics of automation and drives technology free of charge. These materials are perfectly matched to your curricula and syllabuses, and optimally suited for use with our trainer packages. This takes into account all aspects of a modern industrial solution: installation, configuration, programming, and commissioning. All documents, including projects, can be individually matched to your specific requirements.

Particular highlight: the new SIMATIC PCS 7 curriculums and trainer packages. Using plant simulation, you can pass on basic, practice-oriented PCS 7 knowledge at universities within about 60 hours (≈ 1 semester).

siemens.com/sce/documents

Trainer packages for hands-on learning

Our SCE trainer packages offer a specific combination of original industrial components which are perfectly matched to your requirements and can be conveniently used in your course. These price reduced bundles available exclusively to schools include innovative and flexible hardware and software packages. SCE can currently offers more than 80 SCE trainer packages including related equipment e.g. Micro Memory. These cover both the factory and process automation sectors.

You can use them to impart the complete course contents on automation and drive technologies at a very low cost.

Trainer packages are available for:

* Introduction to automation technology with LOGO! logic module and SIMATIC S7-1200 compact controller
* PLC engineering with SIMATIC S7 hardware and STEP 7 software
* Operator control and monitoring with SIMATIC HMI
* Industrial networking over bus systems with SIMATIC NET
* Sensor systems with VISION, RFID, and SIWAREX
* Process automation with SIMATIC PCS 7
* Networked drive and motion technologies with SINAMICS and SIMOTION
* CNC programming with SinuTrain

siemens.com/sce/tp
Courses convey up-to-date specialist knowledge

Profit from our excellent know-how as the leader in industrial technologies. We offer you specific courses for automation and drive technology worldwide. These support you in the practice-oriented transferring of product and system know-how, are in conformance with curricula, and derived from the training fields. Compact technical courses especially for use at universities are also available.

Our range of courses comprises a wide variety of training modules based on the principle of Totally Integrated Automation (TIA). The focus is on the same subject areas as with the SCE trainer packages.

Every PLC and drive course is oriented on state-of-the-art technology. Your graduates can thus be prepared optimally for their future professional life.

In some countries we are offering classes based on our training documents. Please inquire with your SCE contact partner.

siemens.com/sce/contact

Support for your projects / textbooks

Automation and drive technology is characterized by continuous and rapid developments. Service and Support therefore play an important role.

We can provide you with consulting for selected projects and support from your personal SCE contact as well as our web based and regional Service and Support.

As a particular service, SCE supports technical authors with our know-how as well as with intensive technical consulting. Siemens library of special textbooks covering the industrial automation sector provides an additional resource for you and your students. These can be found at the SCE web site.

siemens.com/sce/contact
siemens.com/sce/books
WorldSkills and Siemens stand for increased quality in vocational training

A globally active innovative corporation like ours seeks to attract individuals to the world of technology. As a Global Industry Partner of WorldSkills International (WSI) we have therefore been strengthening the industrial automation sector since 2010. WSI is what the Olympic Games are for athletics – but for vocational training. Together with WSI we are committed to ensuring a sustained improvement in the quality of vocational training worldwide – and are focusing in time on new industrial standards. Therefore selected trainer packages, for example the package based on SIMATIC S7-300, CPU 314-2PN/DP are oriented according to the competitive requirements of WSI.

siemens.com/worldskills

Complete didactic solutions from our partners

Our partners for learning systems offer a wide range of training systems and solutions for use in your courses or laboratory.

These models have been designed based on our trainer packages and thus save you the time and cost of self-construction of individual components. The Partner systems provide you with simple and effective help in the fulfillment of your teaching assignment.

siemens.com/sce/partner

Personal contact for individual support

You can find your personal SCE contact on our Internet site. Your local SCE Promoter will answer all your questions concerning the complete SCE offering, and provide you with timely and competent information about innovations.

When you encounter challenges, you can profit from our global team of excellence.

If a direct SCE contact is not listed for your country, please contact your local Siemens office.

siemens.com/sce/contact
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